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MUSTEC – Market Uptake of Solar Thermal Electricity
MUSTEC was launched in October 2017 and is funded by the EU Horizon 2020 program. MUSTEC’s aim is
to explore and propose concrete solutions to overcome the barriers that hinder the deployment of solar
thermal electricity (STE) and concentrated solar power (CSP) projects in Southern Europe which are
capable of supplying renewable electricity on demand to Central and Northern Europe.
Our philosophy is built around a distinct time period multidisciplinary analysis, on the Past (Previous
cooperation initiatives and experiences from historical CSP development), Present (Current structural
constraints and push factors for CSP deployment in regulatory, policy and market environment) and Future
(Potential futures and possible scenarios are explored).

MUSTEC Outputs
Over the past 6 months, MUSTEC focus has been placed on the investigation of policies for CSP
deployment in Europe, the exploitation of renewable energy cooperation opportunities in the EU, the
evaluation of public acceptance regarding Joint Renewable Energy Projects, as well as the study of policy
pathways for the energy transition both in selected countries and the EU as a whole.

Visit us at: http://mustec.eu/

Follow us at: Twitter LinkedIn
The MUSTEC project has received funding from the
European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation program under grant agreement No 764626
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In the light of the EU 2030 Climate and Energy framework,
MUSTEC aims to explore and propose concrete solutions to
overcome the various factors that hinder the deployment of
STE / CSP projects in Southern Europe capable of supplying
renewable electricity on demand to Central and Northern
European countries.

MUSTEC Outputs


An overview of the political framework for renewable energy deployment in the EU with a focus on
potential future cooperation between Member States for CSP deployment is available under the
“Policies for CSP deployment by Renewable Energy Cooperation in the EU” report.



The results of a survey among four countries regarding the main benefits, risks and determinants
regarding the public acceptance and support for cooperation mechanisms are presented in the
“Public acceptance of joint projects in Renewable Energies. A Survey Study in four countries” report.



A detailed study of the energy strategies developed by EU countries is provided in the “Updated policy
pathways for the energy transition in Europe and selected European countries” report.



An analysis of the cooperation initiatives in place and the competing RES technologies that could be
utilised for achieving high RES penetration scenarios is presented in the “Lessons from existing
cooperation initiatives, competing technologies and concepts” report.

MUSTEC Events
MUSTEC Project Meeting, November 6th-7th 2019, Athens, Greece
During the 5th Project Meeting, the partners exchanged views on the outcomes of the project
activities and the progress achieved so far, as well as the next steps forward. In particular, the 1 st day
focused on the project outcomes, emphasizing on CSP social acceptance, policy pathways and market,
whereas during the 2nd day, dedicated presentations and discussions were held regarding STE
cooperation, stakeholder engagement and the key parameters affecting CSP deployment in Europe.
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MUSTEC Synergies
MUSTEC in the H2020 CSP Projects’ Joint Newsletter, November 2019
MUSTEC project, along with 16 more CSP projects financed under the H2020 programme, are working together in
order to create synergies. To this end, a joint newsletter with the recent outputs of all projects was released in
November 2019. Subscribe to the Joint Newsletter, to keep in touch with recent developments from the CSP
research activities.

MUSTEC News
MUSTEC has participated in a number of STE / CSP events organised over the last months. More specifically,
MUSTEC was present in:
IAEE Conference, 27h of August
2019, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Solar Paces Conference,
2nd of October 2019,
Daegu, South Korea

ICEP Conference, 6h of
September 2019, Plymouth, UK

12th Promitheas Conference,
10th of October 2019,
Athens, Greece

“Desert Fuels” Workshop, 23rd of
September 2019, Cologne, Germany

3rd H2020 CSP Workshop,
26th of November 2019,
Brussels, Belgium

You may find more info on these events under the “News & Events” section of our website.
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